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Best known for his masterpiece Infinite Jest, David Foster Wallace reshaped

literature for a generation with his groundbreaking and original work.

Wallace’s desire to blend formal innovation with the communicative function

of literature resulted in works that appeal as much to a reader’s intellect as they

do to emotion. As such, few writers in recent memory have matched his work’s

intense critical and popular impact. The essays in this Companion, written by top

Wallace scholars, offer historical and cultural contexts for grasping Wallace’s

significance, provide rigorous individual readings of each of his major works of

fiction and nonfiction, and address the key themes and concerns of these works,

including aesthetics, politics, religion and spirituality, race, and posthumanism.

This wide-ranging volume is a necessary resource for understanding an author

now typically regarded as one of the most influential and important of his time.

Ralph Clare is Associate Professor of English at Boise State University and

specializes in post-1945 American literature. He is the author of Fictions Inc.:

The Corporation in Postmodern Fiction, Film, and Popular Culture (Rutgers,

2014) and is currently at work on a study of emotion and affect in contemporary

fiction of the neoliberal era.
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CHRONOLOGY

1962 David FosterWallace is born in Ithaca, NY, on February 21, to

James D. Wallace and Sally Foster Wallace. The family soon

moves to Champaign-Urbana, IL, after James secures

a professorship in philosophy at the University of Illinois.

1967 John Barth publishes “The Literature of Exhaustion,” an essay

heralding the ascendance of, and helping to define, postmo-

dern American literature. Barth will become a touchstone of

Wallace’s early work.

1971 Don DeLillo, a major influence on Wallace and with whom he

will eventually have a long correspondence, publishes his first

novel, Americana. Wallace has a fairly normal and happy

childhood but will later trace the origin of his depression and

anxiety to around this time, though his family did not notice.

1980 Wallace enrolls at his father’s alma mater, Amherst College,

MA. He majors, like his father, in philosophy, though he

chooses to pursue logic. Excels in his studies from day one.

1982 After experiencing a number of anxiety attacks and phobias,

Wallace has a breakdown, marking the first acute bout of the

depression that he will suffer from his entire life. He puts his

studies on hiatus and recuperates at his parents’ house in

Champaign-Urbana. Returns to Amherst in the fall.

1983 Back in Illinois for the summer, Wallace suffers another attack

of depression. He is prescribed Tofranil as a result. Begins

reading another major postmodern influence, Thomas

Pynchon. The depression continues, causing him to withdraw

from the fall semester at Amherst. During this crisis, Wallace

makes a commitment to becoming a fiction writer.

1984 Wallace publishes what is considered his first work,

a semiautobiographical story dealing with depression,

xiv
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“The Planet Trillaphon as It Stands in Relation to the Bad

Thing,” in the student-run Amherst Review.

1985 Graduates from Amherst with two theses, one in philosophy,

one in literature. Begins MFA in creative writing program at

the University of Arizona in the fall.

1986 The Broom of the System, a revision of Wallace’s undergrad-

uate literature thesis, is accepted for publication by Viking

Penguin. Wallace meets Bonnie Nadell, who will become

a longtime agent and friend.

1987 Publishes The Broom of the System to mixed reviews.

Completes MFA in creative writing at the University of

Arizona in the spring and receives Whiting Award, which

allows him to attend the Yaddo writer’s colony in Saratoga

Springs, NY, to finish work on his first collection of stories,

Girl with Curious Hair. Returns briefly to teach at Amherst.

1988 Returns to Tucson to teach at the University of Arizona.

Strikes up a correspondence with Jonathan Franzen after

reading the author’s galleys for The Twenty-Seventh City.

Begins attending drug and alcohol sobriety meetings.

Consequently, ceases to take the antidepressantNardil and has

another serious breakdown. Returns to Champaign-Urbana.

Attempts suicide by pills. Tries electroconvulsive therapy.

Publication of Girl with Curious Hair by Viking Penguin is

held up because of legal issues regarding the use of celebrity

personages in some stories.Wallace, following his editor Gerry

Howard’s move to W. W. Norton, changes publishers.

1989 Publishes Girl with Curious Hair with W. W. Norton.

Receives O. Henry Award for “Here and There,” a story in the

collection originally published in Fiction. Reads David

Markson’s Wittgenstein’s Mistress and soon starts up corre-

spondence with the author. Moves to Somerville, MA, and

enrolls for a short period as a graduate student in philosophy

at Harvard, where he takes courses from Stanley Cavell and

John Rawls, among others. Checks himself into McLean

Hospital for rehabilitation after struggling with alcohol and

marijuana addiction. Stays for four weeks.

1990 Moves into a halfway house in Brighton,MA, which will serve

as a model of Infinite Jest’s Ennet House.

1990 Coauthors Signifying Rappers: Rap and Race in the Urban

PresentwithMark Costello, one of the earliest publications to

chronology
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take rap music seriously as a topic of political, cultural, and

societal interest.

1991 Suffers another breakdown that leads to a two-week hospital

stay. Begins working in earnest on Infinite Jest, pieces and

scenes of which he had conceived and written as early as 1986.

1992 Michael Pietsch of Little, Brown contracts Infinite Jest.

Wallace moves to Syracuse, NY, to pursue a relationship with

memoirist Mary Karr, whom Wallace had become obsessed

with since meeting her in 1989. The tumultuous relationship

lasts about a year.

1993 Wallace accepts job teaching literature and writing in Illinois

State University’s English Department, a bastion of postmod-

ernist theory and fiction at the time, in Bloomington-Normal,

IL, an hour from where he grew up. Continues work on

Infinite Jest. Publishes the first version of his now famous “E

Unibus Pluram: Television and U.S. Fiction” in the Review of

Contemporary Fiction. A revised version will appear in

A Supposedly Fun Thing I’ll Never Do Again.

1996 Infinite Jest published to great acclaim. Wallace begins gruel-

ing book promotion tour.

1997 Publishes A Supposedly Fun Thing I’ll Never Do Again,

a collection of essays and journalismWallace had been writing

over the years. Receives Lannan Literary Award and

a MacArthur “Genius Grant.”

1999 Publishes Brief Interviews with Hideous Men. Receives

O. Henry Award for “The Depressed Person,” a story in the

collection originally published in Harper’s magazine.

2000 Publishes “The Weasel, Twelve Monkeys, and the Shrub,” an

article exploring JohnMcCain’s presidential campaign run, in

Rolling Stone. The piece will eventually become “Up, Simba”

in the essay collection Consider the Lobster. Receives Lannan

Foundation Residency Fellowship.

2001 Franzen publishes The Corrections to high acclaim. The book

becomes a bestseller. After 9/11, Wallace publishes “The View

from Mrs. Thompson’s,” an essay examining regional

American reactions to the terrorist attacks, in Rolling Stone.

2002 Accepts “The Roy E. Disney Professorship for Creative

Writing” at Pomona College and moves to Claremont, CA.

Begins a relationship with Karen Green, a visual artist.

Receives O. Henry award for “Good Old Neon,” a story later

chronology
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collected in Oblivion and originally published in

Conjunctions.

2003 Everything and More published, Wallace’s book on Georg

Cantor, infinity, and mathematics.

2004 Publishes Oblivion, his third story collection. Marries Karen

Green in Urbana, IL.

2005 Publishes essay collection Consider the Lobster.

2006 Tenth-anniversary edition of Infinite Jest published by Little,

Brown with an introduction by Dave Eggers. Eggers’s pub-

lishing house, McSweeney’s, founded in 1998, would publish

some of Wallace’s works in its literary magazine.

2007 Wallace guest edits The Best American Essays 2007, reflects

upon the differences between nonfiction and fiction in his

introductory essay, “Deciderization 2007 –A Special Report.”

Tries to stop taking Nardil again and suffers another break-

down and severe depression.

2008 Wallace takes his own life in Claremont, CA, on September 12,

2008.

2009 “Infinite Summer” multimedia, multiplatform, online reading

group commences, draws a large number of participants. This

is Water, Wallace’s 2005 Kenyon College commencement

address, is published. The first two academic conferences on

Wallace’s work are held, in Liverpool, England, and

New York, New York, respectively. John Krasinski’s film

adaptation of Brief Interviews with Hideous Men released.

2010 Wallace’s archive opens at the Harry Ransom Center at the

University of Texas, Austin. Fate, Time, and Language:

An Essay on Free Will, Wallace’s undergraduate philosophy

thesis, is published. David Lipsky’s book-length interview

Although of Course You End Up Becoming Yourself: A Road

Trip with David Foster Wallace published.

2011 Wallace’s unfinished The Pale King: An Unfinished Novel,

edited by Michael Pietsch, is published by Little, Brown.

Wallace had been struggling to write the novel for more than

a decade, even attending accounting courses for research as

early as 1996.

2012 The Pale King is nominated for the Pulitzer Prize. Both Flesh

and Not, an edition of previously uncollected essays, is pub-

lished by Little, Brown.

2013 KarenGreen publishesBoughDown, a book of oblique elegies

and collages for her deceased husband.

chronology
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2014 The first annual David Foster Wallace conference is held at

Illinois State University.

2015 The controversial Wallace biopic The End of the Tour, direc-

ted by James Ponsoldt, is released. The script is based on

Lipsky’s interviewAlthough of Course You End Up Becoming

Yourself.

2016 Twentieth-anniversary edition of Infinite Jest published by

Little, Brown with a forward by Tom Bissell.

chronology
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